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Abstract: Traces collected by citizens using GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) devices
during sports activities such as running, hiking or biking are now widely available through different
sport-oriented collaborative websites. The traces are collected by citizens for their own purposes
and frequently shared with the sports community on the internet. Our research assumption is that
crowdsourced GNSS traces may be a valuable source of information to detect updates in authoritative
datasets. Despite their availability, the traces present some issues such as poor metadata, attribute
incompleteness and heterogeneous positional accuracy. Moreover, certain parts of the traces (GNSS
points composing the traces) are results of the displacements made out of the existing paths. In our
context (i.e., update authoritative data) these off path GNSS points are considered as noise and should
be filtered. Two types of noise are examined in this research: Points representing secondary activities
(e.g., having a lunch break) and points representing errors during the acquisition. The first ones we
named secondary human behaviour (SHB), whereas we named the second ones outliers. The goal of
this paper is to improve the smoothness of traces by detecting and filtering both SHB and outliers.
Two methods are proposed. The first one allows for the detection secondary human behaviour by
analysing only traces geometry. The second one is a rule-based machine learning method that detects
outliers by taking into account the intrinsic characteristics of points composing the traces, as well
as the environmental conditions during traces acquisition. The proposed approaches are tested on
crowdsourced GNSS traces collected in mountain areas during sports activities.

Keywords: data quality; outlier; crowdsourced GNSS traces; and machine learning

1. Introduction

With the development of Web 2.0 techniques for sharing information or the increasing ease of
positioning thanks to the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), citizens can act as sensors
and produce geographic data, which is emphasized by the word ‘producer’ proposed by [1].
In geographic information science (GIS), various concepts are being used to define that trend [2], such
as neogeography [3], volunteered geographic information (VGI) [4], user generated spatial content [5],
or crowdsourcing and community sourcing [6].

In particular, the increasing amount of crowdsourced GNSS traces shared by citizens in the context
of their sports and spare time activities, like hiking or biking, provides rich information about the
use of roads and paths. These traces may be explored in various contexts such as behaviour analysis,
the estimation of human pressure on protected natural areas, or the improvement of displacement
facilities [7–9]. The research work presented in this paper focuses on the use of crowdsourced traces
aiming to improve the actuality of authoritative data. Our research assumption is that crowdsourced
traces may be used by data producers, such as national mapping agencies (NMAs), to detect potential
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changes on the ground, in particular when changes occur quickly and detection by image analysis is
costly or even not possible (e.g., in forest area where footpaths cannot be seen on images or in cloudy
areas where it is difficult to capture aerial or satellite images). Crowdsourced traces may highlight
missing footpaths in authoritative datasets or confirm that some footpaths are still in use.

However, crowdsourced traces have limitations. First, data made available through website or
social networks are usually poorly described: Citizens share only the main information (latitude,
longitude, altitude and timestamp of each point) but do not save and share metadata that could help to
determine their quality (e.g., number of visible satellites when collecting the data or type of GNSS
device used). Second, even if the quality has been increasing continuously through the years, this data
still contain too many outliers and sometimes insufficient positional accuracy for some purposes [10]. In
some contexts, such as updating major road networks from GNSS traces collected by devices imbedded
in cars, the limited quality of GNSS data may be counteracted by the huge amount of available traces.
In the footpath context, it may be expected that data are rich enough for detecting potential updates.
However, few GNSS traces follow the same path, with poor metadata, attribute incompleteness
and heterogeneous accuracies. In some cases, there are no protocols for collecting crowdsourced
data, whereas in some other cases, protocols exist but they are not always detailed or respected by
contributors [11]. The lack of protocols implies a spatial, thematic and semantic heterogeneity of
collected crowdsourced data. Moreover, the significant variety of sensors and methods applied for
data acquisition results in a random distribution of quality. Crowdsourced data present four main
characteristics rising issues in our context: High spatial and temporal heterogeneity, incompleteness,
lack of metadata, and lack of redundancy.

In this research work, a crowdsourced trace is composed of a set of trace points that have
geographic coordinates, timestamps and elevation. The points are captured during the movement of a
person from an origin A to a destination B. Each point represents the location of a contributor at a
given time (see Figure 1a).
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Figure 1. Example of a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) trace following a path and making a 
picnic activity during the displacement from a point A to a point B: (a) Original trace; (b) expected result 
of our approach. 

Figure 1. Example of a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) trace following a path and making a
picnic activity during the displacement from a point A to a point B: (a) Original trace; (b) expected
result of our approach.
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On the one hand, during the movement, different activities may be made such as walking by
following an existent path or going off an existing path (off-road movements) for different reasons
(e.g., having a break in the nearby meadow or visiting an area of interest). Two types of behaviour
are identified: Main behaviour (i.e., the contributor sticks to the previously planned itinerary) and
secondary behaviour (i.e., the contributor makes activities out of the main path such as taking a break,
taking pictures, or seeing a view). The latter is named in this paper secondary human behaviour (SHB)
and is considered as local geometric noise of a trace containing irrelevant information for purposes
focused on displacement.

On the other hand, many factors may influence the accuracy of a point during the acquisition
process generating errors with respect to the real position of the contributor. These errors are named in
the following “outliers”.

The goal of this paper is to detect and filter both secondary human behaviour and outliers in order
to improve the smoothness of the crowdsourced traces. The result is a smooth trace that has geometric
characteristics closer to topographic paths, as illustrated in Figure 1b.

The main question of this paper is: Is it feasible to filter GNSS traces to obtain traces that have
enough accuracy to detect updates in authoritative data? Knowing the two types of noise to filter,
the secondary questions are: How can one detect secondary human behaviour in traces that have
an aleatory presence of timestamps and poor semantic information? Which are the indicators and
thresholds to take into account to detect outliers in heterogeneous traces? Finally, is it feasible to define
a generic method based on these indicators?

This paper is organized as follows. First, the relevant literature on detecting stops and outliers as
well as on factors influencing GNSS measurements is presented in Section 2. The proposed approach
for filtering crowdsourced traces is described in Section 3. Before concluding in Section 5, experimental
results are presented in Section 4.

2. Literature Review

As previously mentioned, crowdsources traces come from human sports activities following
existing roads or footpaths and according to planned itineraries.

Detecting SHB and hiding it is useful in the context of authoritative data update. This phenomenon
is broadly known as stops in human mobility [12]. Most of the methods for detecting stops rely
on spatial information [13,14], spatiotemporal information [15–18] and temporal information [19,20].
However, those methods cannot be applied to detect SHB when a considerable amount of points are
affected by missing timestamps or when the high spatiotemporal resolution heterogeneity makes
difficult to determine threshold settings.

To detect outliers, we focused our review of the literature on two topics. The first concerned the
methods proposed in the literature to detect outliers in traces. The second concerned the factors that
may be considered as sources of errors in GNSS measurements.

GNSS traces are sometimes significantly degraded by the presence of outliers. Several outlier
detection approaches may be distinguished: Some based on detecting GNSS measurement errors
that lead to outliers and others based on detecting outstanding geometries anomalies among several
traces. In the first group, the assumption is that outlying observation conditions produce geometric
incorrectness and anomalies in GNSS data. Considering this assumption, some approaches consider
measurements of pseudo-ranges as the most successful indicator for detecting outliers in GNSS
measurements [21,22]. Other approaches consider speed and timestamp for detecting outliers
provoked by the effects of GNSS data logging errors, i.e., sudden signal loss, data spiking, signal white
noise, and zero speed drift [23–25] applied a Kalman filter for refining traces geometry especially on the
outlier points. In the second group of approaches, an outlier is a point, segment or trace, which differs
from the mean shape of other traces following the same path [26,27]. Outliers may be found by means
of 3D axis calculated based on intersections of traces and perpendicular planes along the path [26].
A point is then considered an outlier if the distance to the mean axis is greater than a threshold.
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The former approach needs complete and reliable raw measurements, whereas the latter requires
a sufficient number of traces following the same itinerary. Regarding the footpath update study we are
conducting, none of these conditions were fulfilled. First, publicly available crowdsourced data do
not often contain raw GNSS measurements and have missing metadata. Second, in some harsh areas
such as mountains, there is a lack of crowdsourced traces and the number of traces following the same
itinerary is low (from one-to-three in our test area). A Kalman filter is also difficult to adapt in the
mountain context, since the effect of its application can be the exaggerated smoothing of winding roads.

The quality of trace depends on the quality of the GNSS device being used and the spatial context.
Hence, our idea was to define a set of intrinsic and extrinsic indicators to possibly characterize errors
in GNSS data. Defining indicators based on different characteristics is also a common approach
when dealing with crowdsourced data quality assessment [28]. For example, [29] proposed a set
of intrinsic (i.e., based on analysing solely characteristics of crowdsourced data) and extrinsic (i.e.,
based on comparing crowdsourced data to authoritative data) indicators. The intrinsic indicators
are ad-hoc defined. They describe local knowledge defined as familiarity of the user to an area [30],
reliability [31,32], and expertise [33]. Extrinsic indicators are based on the quality elements proposed by
International Organization for Standardization ISO 19157 [34–37] or other types of data characterizing
the spatial context of traces [28,32,37,38]

The sources of errors of GNSS receivers, such as ionospheric and tropospheric effects, errors
of receiver clocks, number and spatial distribution of visible satellites, or reflections of the signal,
are well known [39]. In practice, those errors arise in different configurations. Studies performed
in the scientific literature were carried out under various conditions, still comparing an impact of
each factor is not straightforward. In the framework of outdoor sports activities, the most influencing
configurations affecting the quality of traces seem to be the following: Canopy cover, type of GNSS
device, position of receiver, topography, and measurement duration.

Canopy cover and its density are recognized as the most influencing factors on GNSS collection
process [40–42]. The number of satellites and the signal quality varies depending on the characteristics
of the canopy cover, which has a direct impact on the position accuracy [42] or the length of collected
traces [41].

Different types of GNSS devices exist based on electronic components with different qualities or
based on different technics. Among those technics, a significant difference exists between differential
and non-differential GNSS (i.e., without position corrections from base station), with the former
producing a greater positional accuracy as well as a greater number of acquired positions, particularly
in challenging environmental conditions [40].

The position of receiver while collecting data also has a significant effect. Studies show that the
orientation of a device consistently influences both the fix rate (from 100% to 80%) and positional
accuracy (from a few meters to twenty meters) according to some experiments performed under dense
canopy cover. However, this tends to have a negligible effect on GNSS errors in open areas. [43–46]
similarly showed that positional accuracy is impacted by how a GNSS receiver was carried while
collecting data (e.g., in a pocket or in a hand).

The conclusions of studies evaluating the influences of topography (e.g., local slope) are divided.
Some showed no statistically significant differences between the positional error of points acquired in
locations with different topographic characteristics [47,48], whereas others detected a relation between
positional accuracy and topographic conditions [41,42,49]. Finally, some studies showed negative
effects of topography on the success of acquiring 3D positions [42,49].

Additionally, some studies showed that the fix success rate decreases gradually as measurement
duration rose (e.g., from 99.6% for 15 min of measurement time to 92% for 13 h) [40,49]. To go further,
such studies should be extended because they do not sufficiently prove the influence of measurement
duration in different configurations.
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3. Methodology

This section describes the approach proposed for filtering both secondary human behaviour and
outliers in crowdsourced traces in order to obtain a smooth trace that is more suitable for usages
such as updating authoritative data. The variety of sources of errors on the one hand and the fact
that publicly available data are poorly described and very heterogeneous on the other hand led us to
propose a general approach which relies only on the shape and temporal aspects of traces without any
prior knowledge about data capture conditions.

The proposed methodology consists of three main steps, as illustrated in Figure 2. The first step is
the pre-processing filtering. The second step consists of detecting the points representing secondary
human behaviour. Finally, the outliers are detected and eliminated by applying a rule-based filtering.
The result of the methodology is a filtered trace with more accurate geometry.

Figure 2. The proposed approach for filtering a crowdsourced GNSS trace.

3.1. Pre-Processing Filtering

As described in [50], each trace has to undergo preliminary filtering, including deleting redundant
points (i.e., consecutive points at the same position) and negative speed values, as well as correcting
values for timestamp and elevation. In some traces—Besides regular and NULL elevation and
timestamp values—One may get a zero value or an identical value for all points, certainly due to GNSS
receiver errors or data format issues when downloading or uploading traces. To avoid introducing
errors, every timestamp and elevation value is replaced with a NULL value in these cases.

3.2. Filtering Secondary Human Behaviour

Secondary human behaviour bears two characteristics: A relevant change of direction between
segments and trace self-intersection. To identify SHB, polygons defined by the parts of the trace
that self-intersect are built (see Figure 3a). Then, both area and elongation are computed for each
polygon. Finally, polygons that have area and elongation less than thresholds TA (threshold area)
and TE (threshold elongation) respectively are identified as SHB, and all the points composing these
polygons are considered to be results of SHB. To avoid new self-interactions after having filtered points
identified as SHBs, the process is carried out iteratively until eliminating all self-intersections.

The elongation is defined for each polygon as the ratio between the area of the polygon and the
area of the minimum bounding circle (MBC) of the polygon.

Figure 3 illustrates the computed polygons of a real SHB and a round-trip trace. The elongation
criterion allows us to differentiate real SHBs (Figure 3a) from other configurations (e.g., round trips),
as illustrated in Figure 3b.

Note that, in our approach, the points identified as results of an SHB are filtered and the trace
is rebuilt.
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3.3. Filtering Outliers

As proposed in [50], an outlier can be defined as a point whose metric and geometric characteristics
differ significantly from the characteristics of other points composing its full trace. The method consists
of first defining intrinsic and extrinsic indicators describing each point of a trace; second, examples of
outliers and not-outliers are manually labelled; finally, a rule-based learning algorithm is applied. The
choice is motivated by the fact that a rule-based learning algorithm allows for interactive modifications
or improvements of learnt rules, which is not possible with non-symbolic classification algorithms.
The indicators are defined and discussed in the next section.

Definition of Intrinsic and Extrinsic Indicators for Describing GNSS Points

The intrinsic indicators are calculated by using traces themselves, whereas the extrinsic indicators
are derived from an analysis of the spatial context in which trace points are collected, such as the type
and density of forest, the slope or the proximity of obstacles (e.g., cliffs and buildings). Globally, 15
indicators are defined: eight of them are intrinsic (see Table 1), whereas seven are extrinsic.

Table 1. Definition of intrinsic indicators.

Indicators Description Formula

AngleMean Average value of 3 direction
change (see Figure 4)

(αi−1 + αi + αi+1)/3

DistDiffN Normalized distance (Di−1 −Di)/(Di−1 + Di)

DistDiffMed Relation between distance and
median distance of a trace

Di−1+Di
2Median(Trace)

DistMean Mean distance (Di−1 + Di)/ 2
SpeedDiffN Normalized speed (Vi−1 −Vi)/(Vi−1 + Vi)
SpeedMean Mean speed (Vi−1 + Vi)/ 2
SpeedRate Speed rate (Vi−1 + Vi)/Vi
DiffElev Maximal height difference max|Zi+1 − Zi, Zi − Zi−1|
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AngleMean measures the change of direction of a trace over consecutive segments (see Figure 4).
It is an important characteristic of outliers, since most of them make a significant direction change
in a trace. Inasmuch as the geometry of a regular trace can have significant direction changes (e.g.,
when turning), our indicator considers changes of direction for the preceding and succeeding points in
the trace.

DistDiffN and SpeedDiffN register sudden changes in speed and distance between consecutive
points. Di and Vi represent, respectively, the distance and the speed between points i, and i − 1.
Similarly, SpeedRate represents the velocity change rate as suggested by [51].

SpeedMean and DistMean represent the average speed and distance values to preceding and
following points, respectively.

DistDiffMed is the ratio between the local segment lengths (average of lengths of preceding and
succeeding segments) and the median length of every segment of the trace. In this way, the spatial
resolution of a given trace is taken into account, and its discrepancies are modelled.

DiffEle is the maximum difference in elevation from one point to the preceding and following
points, as determined by elevation (Z) values in GNSS data.

The extrinsic indicators are listed in Table 2 and described in the following. They model factors
influencing GNSS measurements as described in Section 2. To compute the extrinsic indicators, three
types of authoritative data coming from the topographic database (named BDTopo), produced by
the French National Mapping Agency (IGN), and with metric accuracy and are used: Digital Terrain
Model (DTM) raster data and building and land cover vector data.

Table 2. Extrinsic indicators.

Indicators Description Formula

DiffElevDTM Correlation between elevation
(GNSS and DTM) |ZDTM − ZGNSS|

Slope Gradient of line tan(θ), −90◦ < θ < 90◦

Obstacles Proximity of obstacles true if close to obstacles, false
otherwise

Curvature Convexity of slope 1/R
Vegetation Type of forest f (Landcover)
CanopyCover Point in the forest? f (Landcover), boolean
InBuildingWater Point in building or water? f (Topographic data), boolean

DiffEleDTM is an extrinsic indicator and assesses the accuracy of GNSS elevation on one point.
This indicator is based on the idea that significant errors in elevation are usually related to significant
errors in 2D position [52]. It requires using a precise DTM of the area to be measured: The elevation of
GNSS data is compared to the elevation at the same x, y position on the DTM.

Slope is the gradient of altitude at the location derived from the underlying referential DTM.
The Obstacles indicator provides an estimate of the multipath effect, one of the most influential

factors in GNSS accuracy. It considers the proximity of obstacles (e.g., within 10 m) that contribute
to multipath within our test environment, namely buildings and forests. Building- and land-cover
maps from an authoritative dataset are used to compute this indicator. The threshold for defining close
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features is related to the average precision expected from a smartphone GNSS and the precision of the
reference data. This could be refined with distance thresholds related to the height of obstacles.

Curvature represents the convexity of slope.
Vegetation represents the land cover class at the position of the point, as defined by a reference

land cover map (LCM).
CanopyCover states whether the point is in the forest or not, according to a reference LCM.
InBuildingWater is an indicator that identifies inconsistencies. Due to the imprecision of GNSS,

some points can be located in water or on building surfaces according to an authoritative dataset. This
reflects an inconsistency with normal hiking/cycling activities and is therefore a clue for an outlier.

A majority of these indicators were defined by the authors of this paper to appropriately model
the most important metric and geometric characteristics of the outliers. Some other indicators such as
speed rate were used since they have already been successfully used in trace analytics.

4. Experimental Results

The proposed approach was applied to real data representing crowdsourced GNSS traces collected
in mountain area. For visualization purposes, authoritative roads from BDTopo produced by the
French Mapping Agency (noted as IGN in figures) were used.

4.1. Test Data Description

The test area was in the Vosges Mountains (France). It was chosen for its interesting characteristics:
It is a small, mountain-mixing, dense forest with different canopies and open areas. For our study,
a total of 437 traces (9773 km) were downloaded from hikers and mountain bikers’ websites (randoGPS,
tracesGPS, visuGPS, and VTTour) sharing GNSS traces. The traces were collected while performing
sports activities such as running, hiking and cycling. Since traces were collected without a data
collection protocol and since no metadata were available, no distinction was made according to the
transportation mode (e.g., walking, running, or biking), and no information was available about their
expected spatiotemporal resolution.

The completeness and heterogeneity of this data are described below. Points were theoretically
described by, at least, 2D coordinates (World Geodetic System 1984-WGS-84), timestamps, and elevation.
Among 300,000 points, 106,206 points (36.3%) lack timestamps, and 6580 points (2.2%) lacked elevation.
Regarding the traces, 157 of them (35.9%) had no timestamps at all, whereas 287 (65.6%) had at least one
missing timestamp. Timestamps are important information necessary for different analyses (e.g., speed
or acceleration). This random distribution of timestamps and a particularly huge number of traces
with no timestamps at all (35.9%) were significant issues when trying to use this data and assessing
their quality.

To evaluate the heterogeneity of crowdsourced traces, the distributions of data frequency, speed
(if timestamped) and distance between consecutive points within each trace were studied. Statistical
tests such as Shapiro—Wilk, skewness and kurtosis (K) tests showed that speed and distance are rarely
normally distributed. For example, less than 7% of traces were normally distributed for speed, and no
traces were normally distributed for distance. Moreover, it was noticed that different distributions of
speed values between traces existed (see Figure 5).

Figure 6 illustrates the variation of skewness of speed values for all traces. The variety of speed
distribution within each trace is illustrated by the variety of skewness estimation for all traces. This
may be explained by frequent changes in the speed during a trip (e.g., by bike and on foot) required,
for example, by rough relief in a mountainous area as well as different sampling rates. This is a critical
point for detecting outliers in crowdsourced traces because simple thresholds on length or speed to
determine outliers or low accuracy points are not sufficient.
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4.2. Detection of Secondary Human Behaviour

The algorithm presented in Section 4.2 allowed us to detect 11,746 (4%) points as results of SHB.
The algorithm was run until no points belonging to SHB remained (three iterations). The thresholds
for areas and elongation criteria were empirically, respectively, set to 200 m2 and 0.13. The method
was successful in various types of SHB. Both simple and very complex SHBs were eliminated. Typical
results are shown in Figure 7.
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A detailed and quantitative validation of the results was conducted on 14 randomly selected
traces representing 265 km. Overall, 204 SHB points were detected by the method—three falsely—but
16 real SHB points remained undetected. Hence, both the precision (98%) and recall (93%) of the
method are high.
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4.3. Detection of Outliers

The detection of outliers was carried out by following four steps: (i) Defining training examples, (ii)
applying a machine learning algorithm, (iii) a quantitative validation, and (iv) a qualitative validation.

The first step consisted of defining training examples. Thus, a training area was selected, and each
training example was manually labelled with two values: Outlier or regular point. In the sampling
zone illustrated in Figure 8 (black boxes), 2342 points were selected and manually labelled as outliers
or regular points. Among the total number of points, 35 (3%) points were labelled as outliers and
2265 (97%) were labelled as regular points. Clearly, the learning dataset was very imbalanced (one
outlier within 66 regular points). To reduce the bias, 77 examples of outliers beyond the sampling zone
were added to the training dataset. In this way, the statistical representativeness of the examples was
lost, but more examples of outliers were obtained with limited effort.
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The second step was the learning process. As stated before, a rule-based learning algorithm was
chosen to enable interactive modifications or improvements of learnt rules, which is impossible with
non-symbolic classification algorithms. In addition, they are known as efficient and able to deal with
examples described by numeric, qualitative, and possibly missing attributes [53]. By using Weka
software package, four different rule-based algorithms were applied: Repeated Incremental Pruning to
Produce Error Reduction (RIPPER), Projective adaptive resonance theory (PART), M5Rules, and One
attribute rule (OneR).

The third step was the quantitative validation. The validation of results was performed using
10-fold cross validation in order to ensure a statistically unbiased evaluation knowing the low number
of examples. Validation results of the four applied algorithms are presented in the Table 3.

Table 3. Validation results among algorithms applied.

Algorithm Precision Recall F1

PART 0.67 0.78 0.72
OneR 0.72 0.69 0.7

RIPPER 0.79 0.79 0.79
M5Rules 0.75 0.72 0.73

Overall, the RIPPER algorithm performed best. The validation results gave both precision and
recall equal to 79%, and the F1 measurement equalled 0.79.
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The results confirmed the performance of the approach and learnt rules, in spite of the lack of
metadata as well as the presence of missing attributes. Finally, five following rules were learnt to detect
outliers (see Table 4).

Table 4. Learnt rules.

Rule Number Description

Rule 1 IF DistDiffMed >= 1.05 AND AngleMean >= 87.54→ outlier OR
Rule 2 IF AngleMean >= 71.25 AND SpeedRate >= 1.50→ outlier OR
Rule 3 IF AngleMean >= 74.80 AND DistDiffN <= 0.21→ outlier OR
Rule 4 IF AngleMean >= 83.15 AND SpeedRate <= 0.85→ outlier OR
Rule 5 IF AngleMean >= 56.43 AND DistMean >= 8847.31→ outlier

The learnt rules were applied individually on unclassified points from the test area (i.e., all the
GNSS points not used for learning rules). As a result, 9303 points (3%) were detected as outliers.

Finally, the last step was the qualitative validation performed by visual interpretation of different
Web Map Tile Services (orthophotos and maps) coming from the French geoportal (https://www.
geoportail.gouv.fr/).

Rule 1 detected outliers with a sharp direction change, close to 90◦ and corresponding distances
slightly greater than the mean value of spatial resolution of the entire trace (see Figure 9a). This rule
could be applied to traces, whether they had timestamps or not. In total, 1461 points were detected by
Rule 1.
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Rule 2 detected outliers with notable speed and direction changes, as shown in Figure 9b. The
application of Rule 2 resulted in 2076 points detected as outlying.

Rule 3 detected a sharp deformation in trace geometry—sharp in terms of direction—but not
distant from the trace main axis (see Figure 9c). The rule was applicable to traces whether they had
timestamps or not. Overall, 3622 outliers were detected by this rule.

Rule 4 detected 2135 outliers, those similar in a geometric sense to the outliers detected by the
Rule 3, however Rule 4 was more successful with the traces not affected by missing timestamps. Finally,
Rule 5 detected outlying points being very distant from the trace main axis; those cases were rare (only
nine points) but had a strong adverse effect on the smoothness of the trace.

In the following, some false-positive and false-negative results are illustrated. The analysis of the
false-positive outliers showed that they mainly resulted from side-effect caused by the AngleMean
indicator. This is not surprising, since the outliers affect significantly intrinsic indicators of neighbouring
points in a trace, especially direction changes measured by the AngleMean indicator. A typical example
of false positive outlying point is labelled by the blue arrow in Figure 10.

https://www.geoportail.gouv.fr/
https://www.geoportail.gouv.fr/
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Figure 10. Illustration of a false positive outlier pointed out by the blue arrow.

As illustrated in Figure 11, traces with low spatial resolution and high sinuosity contained most
of the false positive results in outlier detection. Points composing such traces were very similar to
outliers regarding their metric characteristics. Such points were mainly falsely detected as outliers
despite them having accurate positions. All five GNSS points (represented in yellow—figure on the
left) were wrongly identified as outliers. However, we noticed that the results were different for high
sinuosity paths and good spatial resolution of traces (see Figure 11). The method performed better for
traces with good spatial resolution whatever the sinuosity of paths.
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Figure 11. Outliers detection for high sinuosity paths: (a) False-positive outliers (b) and correctly
detected non-outlier points.

An analysis of false negative results showed they were mostly inducted by a sensibility of
thresholds. Figure 12 shows outlying points not detected as outliers (orange points within the blue
circle) due to a slight difference between the values of the indicator AngleMean and the learnt threshold.
All differences for the orange points blue circle are less than 1◦. This result confirms the difficulty to
define thresholds for detecting outliers in crowdsourced traces.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions

More and more contributors are using smartphone GNSS devices in their sports and leisure
activities. The amount of crowdsourced data is increasing day by day, as is the number of possible
usages. One of them is to use crowdsourced trace to update authoritative data. In this context, it
is essential to filter the noise of traces in order to obtain smooth traces that have closer geometric
properties to a topographic path. As far as we know, little research has dealt with crowdsourced GNSS
traces in real conditions where there is little or no metadata at all, few redundant data (traces following
the same path), and high heterogeneity within the data.

In this paper, we proposed an approach for improving the geometry of crowdsourced GNSS
traces by filtering secondary human behaviour and outliers. The method proposed for detecting
SHB is a geometric-based approach. The method for detecting outliers is based on machine learning
techniques to determine relevant indicators and thresholds. Both methods were tested on real data in a
mountainous area.

The SHB method proved to be efficient in in this study by filtering 10,315 points representing
3.6% of the total points. Good precision and recall were obtained (P = 98%, R = 93%). Furthermore,
its limitations were offset by the fact it performed well even on poor data with missing timestamps,
spatial heterogeneities, and no metadata. Moreover, the method was independent of transportation
mode classification and missing attributes compared to most of existing stop detection methods.

In the context of updating authoritative data, SHB was considered noise. This is not necessarily
the case for other purposes such as human mobility analysis or land cover changes detection. For
these studies involving any mobile object such as humans, animals, cars, detecting places where an
activity is carried out is very useful and currently studied in the literature. Our method could be used
for those purposes, but more research would then be necessary to determine the shape of the stop and
to assign semantic information such as the types of activities. This is a difficult task when a timestamp
is missing, since the type of activity is closely linked to the duration of stops. If a better completeness
of attributes (especially timestamps) was had, identifying the mode of transportation (e.g., walking
or cycling) and comparing the accuracies of traces with respect to the transportation mode would be
relevant research in the field of human mobility. Using the spatial context or matching traces with its
textual description where available, as in [54], may also be explored.

The method proposed for detecting outliers defines intrinsic and extrinsic indicators and uses
machine learning techniques to generate rules and thresholds. Five different rules combining five
different indicators were learnt, filtering 3% of points detected as outliers. This confirms that detecting
outliers in crowdsourced GNSS traces is a complex task that cannot be solved through a single
threshold on only one indicator. One other important finding is that intrinsic indicators are sufficient
for outlier detection. This may be surprising regarding the current understanding of the effect of
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external conditions, particularly canopy cover [42,55]. However, this may be explained by the lack
of accuracy and poor resolution of the geographic data sources used (digital terrain model and land
cover map). It may also be that external conditions alone, without information on GNSS receivers, are
not sufficient. For example, the same obstacle may reflect the GNSS signal and subsequently produce
an outlier when collecting data with low quality GNSS, whereas it is not the case with high precision
GNSS under the same conditions. Among intrinsic criteria, the criteria based on change direction
between consecutive points (i.e., AngleMean) proved to be the most relevant, which is not surprising
since geometric anomalies of a trace have significant direction changes.

The main advantage of the proposed method is that it is not affected by: (1) The transportation
mode of traces—generally the first step of the majority of outlier and stop detection methods in traces
analysis; (2) data redundancies, since the traces are analysed one by one, and, as such, no redundancies
in traces following the same path are needed; (3) missing attributes, since the methods can be applied
on traces with missing attributes. Let us mention that if timestamps are available, they may be taken
into account and improve results, but, if not, other rules may be used to detect some outliers.

Regarding the training data, ideally, the sampling zone should be as wide as possible and should
represent the state and heterogeneities of the entire test area and the entire pattern of points as much as
possible. In practice, because this task is relatively time-consuming and the number of non-outlier
points is largely greater than the number of outlier points, there may be an issue. In fact, determining a
sufficient number of outlier examples would require examining a very large amount of points, which
is difficult in practice. Moreover, our data were imbalanced, which was reported as an issue many
times when applying machine data learning [56]. Two actual methods can address this issue. The
first one is to assign distinct costs to train examples to avoid the misclassification of rare classes [57].
The second one involves re-sampling the original dataset [58]; rare cases may be over-sampled, or
the most common cases may be under-sampled. The two methods may be combined. Other authors
reported that learning based on imbalanced data is not an issue when the classes are diametrically
opposed regarding their characteristics, with no class overlapping [59], as in our case. In our approach,
oversampling outliers was done by adding some outliers outside of the main sampling area to the
training data. A manual classification of a sufficient number of examples may be the main limitation
of the work. In order to overcome this issue, some machine learning approaches like active learning
may be considered. Those approaches automatically choose a limited but pertinent set of examples for
manual classification in order to minimize the manual classification effort.

The proposed filtering methods have been applied to GNSS traces collected in mountain areas.
Without the full availability of metadata, it is difficult to know exactly which sensor was used (e.g.,
GPS) for each trace acquisition. The same is for the type of sports activity. Nevertheless, as a result of
analysing the websites and the traces themselves, we observed that in our dataset different activities
were performed. We consider that both secondary human behaviours and outlier detection are
independent of a sensor type and performed activity as well as of the transportation mode (e.g.,
walking or cycling). Due to the fact that the method for filtering secondary human behaviour is only a
geometry-based method, it is expected to be applicable on various types of secondary human behaviour,
regardless of environmental characteristics. Concerning the method for outlier detection, from the
technical point of view, the method is applicable to GNSS traces collected in other environments
such as urban or rural. However, it is expected that its performance would vary between opposite
environments such as mountain and urban. The reason for that is that the model was trained only
on mountainous GNSS traces which have some metric and geometric differences compared to those
collected in urban or rural areas.
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